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Spirits: Woodmere and the Philadelphia Sketch Club

From the beginning, the Club’s mission has been

Among the Club’s more famous members was

the members over the ensuing years. Modernism

THE HISTORIC AND CONTEMPORARY MASTERS
OF THE PHILADELPHIA SKETCH CLUB

by gifts from members, friends, and nearly twenty

— DONALD MEYER, DIRECTOR OF EXHIBITIONS,
WOODMERE ART MUSEUM

major foundations, corporations, and historical
organizations.

and Betty Bowes. In April 2010, the Club held its
147th Annual Exhibition of Small Oil Paintings.
Its extensive art collection includes 44 portraits
of members painted in the 1890s by Thomas
Anshutz, more than 125 etchings by members of
the Philadelphia Society of Etchers, sculpture,
stained glass, ceramics, bronze plaques, medals,
and metalwork by members. The Club lends pieces
to other organizations and exhibitors from time to
time. Its archives contain information from artists
associated with the Club.

Architectural gargoyles like these were the stock-in-trade of several Club members. Between 1885 and 1912, architects Walter Cope and
John Stewardson (known as the “Masters of Collegiate Gothic”) designed seven buildings at the University of Pennsylvania including
the Law School and the Quadrangle Dormitories, six at Bryn Mawr College, and four at Princeton University, thereby virtually creating
our visual image of the Ivy League. Hand-carved gargoyles, as well as portraits of past members by past members, make the Club feel
profoundly personal to visitors.
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THE PHILADELPHIA SKETCH CLUB

The stained-glass kitchen door windows of the Sketch Club’s
Rathskeller, created by past members, commemorate the
joys of dining with fellow artists and friends. Member Nicola
D’Ascenzo created windows for Washington Memorial Chapel,
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania; the Folger Shakespeare Library and
the National Cathedral, Washington, DC; Riverside Church, New
York; and several college and university chapels, including Yale
and Princeton Universities. It is said he kept many Club artists
and painters, not in his trade, in work during the dark days of the
Great Depression.
THE PHILADELPHIA SKETCH CLUB
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JOSEPH SWEENEY
ARTIST’S STATEMENT

My friend Bill Scott said it best: “As an artist you

All landscape painting is about the environment. In

paint what you love.” I have always loved being

this age of concern about the health of our land,

outdoors. If I wasn’t a painter, I would have been a

sea, and sky, one would think it would be the focal

farmer or fishing guide. Plein air (outdoor) painting

point of the painting universe. Art can embody

has been a lifelong passion. The source of most of

the exchange of ideas that can affect thinking and

my work is small plein air paintings that at times

perception. The danger to the environment is not in

have been converted to larger works. For me there

the chainsaw, the oil spill, or global warming; it is in

is no greater pleasure than to set up early in the

the minds of men.

morning, in a totally new environment, and walk
away after a few hours with a finished painting.

—JOSEPH SWEENEY, JULY 2010

Farm on New Road, 2006

Leaving Port, 2010

1 Farm on New Road, 2006
Pastel, 30 x 40 in.
Courtesy of the artist

2 Clouds off Lewes, Delaware, 2009
Oil on board, 16 x 19 in.
Courtesy of the artist

3 Leaving Port, 2010
Oil on board, 16 x 19 in.
Courtesy of the artist

4 First Aid Station O.C. #2, 2008
Oil on board, 13 1/2 x 15 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist

5 The Threshold, 2010
Oil on board, 17 x 17 in.
Courtesy of the artist

6 The Light through the Trees, 2010
Oil on board, 16 x 19 in.

Clouds off Lewes, Delaware, 2009

Courtesy of the artist
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